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Yeah, listen, the song goes out to you baby,
I love you, you and I, yeah, you and I

Vers 1:

Not to must from nowhere
that you ran the principal

not to must from nowhere that our voice combine
I breakin' in the new love

it's all hard to do
like fire on the ocean

me and you
Baby where I go, I need you so

You're always on my mind
Baby where I go, I miss you so

Love is hard to find
Everytime I see you, don't wanna second time

Baby you are on my mind

Refrain:

Baby you and I
Oh it feels like paradise

Baby hold me tight
in your arms now
Baby you and I

Angel from my paradise
Baby feel my heart

it is burnin'

Vers 2:

I kiss the sun from heaven
the record to my heart

I let her dressed in red don't torn apart
Can you keep a secret you're my greatest love
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Can you hear my heart beat
it can get enough

baby where I go I need you so
youyou are always on my mind
Baby where I go I need you so

Baby love is hard to find
EverytimeÂ´I see you don't want a second time

Baby you are on my mind

Refrain:(3x)
Baby you and I

Oh it feels like paradise
Baby hold me tight
in your arms now
Baby you and I

Angel from my paradise
Baby feel my heart

it is burnin'

Baby you and I
Angel from my paradise

Baby feel my heart it is burnin'
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